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Vanessa is a novel writer, screenwriter, festival scout, sales rep and a film
production consultant. She shares her discoveries and film surprises. :-)

Read her bio on: www.vanessamcmahon.com and www.filmplanetent.com
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J.A. Steel Films!
Visit J.A. Steel Films!

director and actress J.A. Steel on set of Denizen.

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO LOVE SCI-FI/THRILLER/ACTION/HORROR ALL IN ONE!!!!

Co-Producer Christian Koch speaks about Warrior Entertainment's latest film,
Denizen (2010)

CHRISTIAN KOCH speaks:

We have been very busy to get the teaser as well as the KickStarter campaign
for our upcoming feature BLOOD FARE running before several meetings at the
San Diego Comic Con last week.

Regarding DENIZEN, the Plot of the film is:
Peace gets shattered in a small town, when suddenly a mysterious creature
starts to leave a bloody trail. The last hope for the residents to fight the terror
and prevent the destruction by military forces rests on the courage and the
resourcefulness of a small group of scientists. Starring Julie Lisandro
(Cheerleader Massacre), Glen Jensen (Fingerprints, Soul's Midnight), Ben Bayless
and Jody Mullins. According to B-Movie Man Nic Brown, "Steel combines A-list
stunts and special effects with the independent B-Movie genre, to bring a fun
and engaging movie experience to sci-fi fans everywhere." The film spans the
hemisphere from Muskogee, Oklahoma to Salt Lake City, Utah to Playa del
Carmen in Mexico; with the stunts ranging from skydiving to cave diving,
something rarely seen in an independent feature, reflecting Steel's real life
hobbies of Muay Thai kickboxing, cave diving, motorcycle riding, firearms and
edged weapons.

Steel brought back a tough motorcycle riding main character in form of Sierra
Deacon as the DENIZEN protagonist. It is Deacon's team, consisting of the highly
skilled scientists Dexter Maines (Ben Bayless) and Dallas Murphy (Jody Mullins),
which has to support the locals, led by Callie Calhoun (Julie Lisandro), to save
their town from the creature, which is killing the residents. After several deaths,
a special Army Unit, led by General Jernigan (Glen Jensen), is called in to
contain the creature, or if necessary, destroy the town. It is a race against time,
to stop the creature and prevent the town from being destroyed. Steel is a
director, producer, actor, videographer, editor, fight choreographer and stunt
person, in addition to writer and composer....and even a distributor….a unique
figure in Hollywood, who has not let her gender stand in the way of what she
wants to accomplish.

Director J.A. Steel's award winning horror-action shocker is available on DVD and
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VOD now:

Amazon (DVD):
http://www.amazon.com/Denizen-Bayless-introducing-Sullivan-Lisandro/dp/B...

IndieFlix (DVD and VOD):
http://www.indieflix.com/film/30553/

Trailer, artwork, reviews and more info:
http://www.denizen.warriorentertainment.com/

Blood Fare (2011)

A few weeks ago we have started pre-production of the fourth J.A. Steel
feature, the modern Civil War ghost story, BLOOD FARE. To give the fans an
opportunity to get involved and raise a part of the budget we launched the
"Campaign of 1861" on KickStarter. We chose $1,861 because it was the year
that the Civil War started, but would also provide us with being able to feed our
cast and crew for a five day shoot & location fees.

We are proud to have been able to add Scottie Edward Meek to the cast of
BLOOD FARE. An on set dresser for HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 2 who broke out with
his acting debut in the Miranda Cosgrove starrer WILD STALLION will be playing
the role of Civil War Corporal Henry Trout. International action star, Kim
Sønderholm, fresh off appearing alongside of Eric Roberts in WESTBRICK
MURDERS with the experience of starring in over 100 films and TV series joins
the BLOOD FARE cast as Professor Malick, a Civil War historian.

A star radio DJ in the Salt Lake market, Marcus Intheam, is still swirled with
rumors that he will play himself in BLOOD FARE and die a gruesome death ...
Stay tuned on this one! Several more actors will be announced soon. We will
start principal photography with filming the Civil War skirmish on August 13th.

BLOOD FARE - Every soul has its price. Corporal Henry Trout fought valiantly in
the forgotten skirmish of the Lethe Confluence during the Civil War. The year
was 1861. In 2011, he will come face to face with his descendants as the battle
for blood begins. Tyler and her brother Chad, Henry's fifth generation
grandchildren, will challenge the very legend of Charon the Ferryman, as the
lines between the living and the dead become blurred.

KickStarter "Campaign of 1861"
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1786598935/blood-fare-a-modern-civil...

Teaser trailer, teaser poster and more info:
http://www.bloodfare.warriorentertainment.com/

check out Warrior Entertainment films here:

http://www.warriorentertainment.com/?se=mov
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director and actress J.A.

Submitted by Vanessa McMahon on Mon, 08/02/2010 - 01:32.

  director and actress J.A.
Steel on set of Denizen.
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